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A gaming computer is a personal computer designed for playing computationally demanding video
games.Due to the integration of common hardware components onto the motherboard since the 1990s, a
modern gaming computer is comparable to a mainstream computer with the addition of performance-oriented
components, such as video cards and high core-count CPUs.
Gaming computer - Wikipedia
This shopping feature will continue to load items. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Amazon.com: SKYLAKE Z170A GAMING M7 LGA1151: Computers
MSI GEFORCE GTX 1070 GAMING X 8G Twin frozr VI thermal design raises the bar of graphics card Air
cooling. Torx fan 2.0 is the enhanced version of the Patented torx fan technology which generates 22% more
Air pressure for better cooling performance while further reducing noise levels.
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